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High Performance 
 

Minimal Hardware Requirement 
 

Comprehensive Functionality 
 

Fits A Low Budget 
 

 Stocker WMS can manage the very 
largest and the very smallest of 
operations 

 Easy to install straight from the 
internet 

 Tailored for both warehouse owners 
and Third Party warehouse 
operations 

 Cost effective – minimal to no 
capital outlay 

 No special hardware requirements 

 Pay as you go - no long term 
contracts 

 Flexible – can be adapted to manage 
diverse physical storage systems and 
warehouse operations 

 

 

 Stocker can help you improve your 
warehouse operational  efficiency 
and throughput 

 Can help improve your warehouse 
utilization 

 Selects stock using either BBE date, 
FIFO, LIFO or by product rotation 
number 

 Help reduce your stock holding 
through accurate stock accounting 

 Minimizes your stock wastage 

 Provides improved accuracy and 
improved inventory reporting 

 Provides improved accuracy and 
reduces human error by helping 
enforce disciplined procedures. 



Function Profile 
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Stocker is a comprehensive warehouse stock location and control system offering a full range of 
warehouse management functions.  Two separate versions are available.   
 
The Owner Warehouse version is for warehouse owners who require a system to manage their 
own stock.  The Third Party Warehouse version is for warehouse operators who hold stock for a 
number of customers, i.e.  you rent warehouse space. 
 
Stocker caters for various storage types including standard pallet racking, block stacking, mobile 
racking, live racking and narrow aisle picking. 
 
There is no limit to the size of warehouse Stocker can manage.  The only limit is to the amount of 
computer storage space you have available and any limits imposed by your selected version of 
MS SQL Server. 
 

Stocker is fully multi-site and multi-warehouse enabled and includes interfaces to a host computer 
system such as a Stock Control system or Purchase and Sales Order Processing systems.  

 

 

 

 Pay monthly with no long term contracts - e.g. no 1 year minimum contract 
 

 No hidden charges - e.g. Stocker is not charged at £? per month with a £??,??? software 
charge on top 
 

 Free maintenance releases and patches 
 

 Free updates to new features and enhancements 
 

 Rapid implementation 
 

 Minimum to no capital expenditure 
 

 Simple installation - off the shelf. Just download a standard set-up program and install. 
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Goods Receipts 

 

Order Entry  

 Can be entered before actual receipt or at point of receipt. 

 Can be manually entered or sent electronically from 
another computer system. 

 Order numbers manually entered or can be automatically 
generated by Stocker. 

 

Register Of Stock Receipt. 

 Orders without discrepancies can be registered as received 
with a single button click. 

 Lines with discrepancies can be individually registered as 
received. 

 Register product against standard or variable pallet 
quantities. 

Putaway  

 Storage locations can be automatically 
selected using pre-defined rules. 

 Easy manual putaway to selected locations 

 Whole orders can be marked as located 
with single click of a button. 

 

 Quarantine  

 Whole orders can be marked for placing in 
quarantine after putaway. 

 Individual lines can be marked for placing in 
quarantine after putaway. 

 Individual pallets can be marked for placing 
in quarantine after putaway. 

 

 

 

Additional 
 

 Management of back/split orders for orders only partially received. 

 Captures batch/serial or product rotation numbers 

 A comprehensive set of status indicators gives instant visibility of order and order line status. 

 Optionally, confirmation of receipts can be sent to an external computer system. 

 Consignments enable processing of batches of orders. 

 Vehicle Scheduling planner. 

 A comprehensive set of order summary enquiries, for example:  

 Customer (Third Party system) 

 By date ordered, due date or date received. 

 By supplier 

 By order type. 

 Orders still open, or orders completed. 

 Graphical order analysis providing order breakdown by status. 
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Goods Despatch 

 

Order Entry  

 Can be entered before actual receipt or at point of 
receipt. 

 Can be manually entered or sent electronically 
from another computer system. 

 Order numbers manually entered or can be 
automatically generated by Stocker. 

Product Substitutes 

 Automatic product substitutions at order entry 
cater for:  

 Out of stock condition. 

 Product promotions 
Product Allocation 

 Stock Allocation reconciles stock availability against 
product demand. 

 

Product Selection 

 Product selection using earliest BBE date or FIFO 
where use by dates do not apply  

 Product selection using latest BBE date or LIFO 
where use by dates do not apply 

 Product selection by product rotation number 

 Easy manual product selection when required 
Picking 

 Picking face management 

 Narrow aisle picking by location sequence number 

 Automatic picking location replenishment 
Tailoring – For Replenishments and when no pick face 

 Optimize pallet selection for full or part pallet 

 Minimize splitting of full pallets 

 Try matching actual quantities required 
 

 

Additional 

 Management of back/split orders where orders are only partially satisfied. 

 Caters for batch/serial or product rotation numbers 

 A comprehensive set of status indicators gives instant visibility of order and individual order line status. 

 Optionally, confirmation of despatches can be sent to an external computer system. 

 Consignments enable processing of batches of orders. 

 Vehicle Scheduling planner. 

 A comprehensive set of order summary enquiries, for example:  

 Customer (Third Party system) 

 By date ordered, due date or date despatched. 

 By order type. 

 Orders still open, or orders completed. 

 Graphical order analysis providing order breakdown by status. 
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Warehouse Manager 

 

 

Summary 
Warehouse Manager provides a set of functions for use 
in the day-to-day operation of a warehouse.   
 
There are few rules here.  You can overfill a location or 
overload a pallet.  Whilst you cannot mix stock on a 
pallet, you can mix stock in a location irrespective of 
any normal product mixing restrictions.   
 
You can reorganise your warehouse by moving stock 
internally and release valuable space by consolidating 
part pallets.   
 
The Warehouse Manager is your tool box, enabling you 
to control and tune your warehouse to optimum 
performance.   

 

Function Overview 

 Miscellaneous, ad-hoc receipts of one pallet or less  
e.g.  customer returns.  The receipt may be placed 
as a new pallet into a vacant location or combined 
with an existing pallet. 

 Miscellaneous issues , ad-hoc  despatches of one 
pallet or less.  Leave Stocker select a pallet for the 
required product or opt to select a pallet yourself 

 Internal movements – warehouse housekeeping  
for moving  and consolidating pallets 

 Manual, ad-hoc replenishments 

 Stock adjustments 

 Stock quarantine management 

 Warehouse transfers 

 Customer transfers – transfer of stock ownership 
(Third Party system only) 

 

Stocktaking 

 
Warehouse Setup 
Comprises a set of functions specifically tailored to enter your initial warehouse stock into Stocker after 
installation. 
 
Running Stock Checks 
This set of functions control your periodic stock checks. Stock checks can be by location  with optional freezing of 
occupied and/or vacant locations for the length of the checking process. It is also possible to perform a stock 
check by product if is desired to check the stock holding of an individual product or group of products. 
 
Perpetual Inventory 
Integrated into the Goods Out picking process based on pick frequency for those products utilizing picking faces. 
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Enquiries 

 

Product Totals 

 Net Stock Holding 

 Physical Stock Holding 
 

Pallet Breakdown By Product 

 Targeted Inventory of all pallets 

 Inventory of available stock - part/full pallets 

 Inventory of allocated stock - part/full pallets 

 Inventory of quarantined stock 

 Inventory of products utilizing part pallet picking 

 Stock below minimum 
 

Warehouse Inventory By Location 

 Occupied Locations 

 Vacant Locations 

 Picking Locations 

 Warehouse Utilization Analysis 

Search Inventory 
Searches all warehouse pallets in the current 
warehouse and returns a list of pallets found matching 
a set of filters applied.  Filters include customer, 
product, BBE date, receipt date, batch number, receipt 
order no, receipt container or consignment, 
quarantined, pallet number. 
 
Movement History/ Activity Log 
The movement history shows details of all warehouse 
activity within the warehouse. This enquiry provides the 
ability to search the movement history and return 
details of all actioned movements/activity matching a 
set of filters applied. Filers include date actioned (range 
from and to) movement/activity type product code, 
source (e.g. order no.) batch/serial number pallet 
number, warehouse operative. 

 

Reports 

 
 

 Stocker is supplied with a comprehensive set of over 130 reports.  
 

 Reports are fashioned by an external Third Party tool and are held in files external to the main application 
 

 This mechanism allows for customer modification to suit individual needs. 
 

 Any suitable report designer capable of an ODBC connection to a database can be used to create external 
reports complimenting Stocker's library. 
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Pulsestar Software Limited 
 

Email:  info@pulsestar.co.uk 
Web: www.pulsestar.co.uk 
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